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Abstract

Aim
To systematically review the existing evidence on predictors for nurses and midwives’ readiness towards Self-directed Learning (SDL).

Background
Increased complexities in healthcare settings demand that nurses and midwives become involved in lifelong learning by means of self-directed learning (SDL) for delivering quality healthcare. More evidence is available for the self-directed learning readiness (SDLR) of nursing and midwifery students, less is systematically derived on predictors for nurses and midwives' readiness to SDL.

Design
An integrative systematic review.

Methods
Systematic searches were carried out using the following five electronic databases: PubMed, Science Direct, Google Scholar, Ovid Medline and Embase. Studies published in English language from 2000-2017 were included. The integrative systematic review framework developed by Whittemore and Knafl (2005) was used to analyse and summarise the key themes.

Results
Of 804 initial screening papers, in total of eight eligible studies (six quantitative and two qualitative) were found. Integrative analysis resulted in four themes as predictors for nurses and midwives’ readiness towards SDL: 1) personal characteristics, 2) working environment, 3) online learning and SDLR, and 4) process of SDL. Review found that, although demographic characteristics of nurses and midwives does not influence their SDLR, work environment often influences their SDLR. Furthermore, nurses and midwives have a positive interest in online learning that is often used to improve their knowledge acquisition.

Conclusion
The review concludes that qualified nurses and midwives have a unique SDL predictors and process; hence, a personalized SDL programme should be prescribed based on personality traits so as to achieve better SDL outcomes. Future research should address the facilitating factors for SDLR, barriers to SDLR and strategies to improve SDLR among nurses and more importantly midwives, as limited evidence is available with respect to the latter.
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Introduction

Increased complexities in global health care settings require nurses and midwives to keep abreast of challenges in providing safe and quality care (Chambers et al., 2013). On the other hand, with the prevailing global cost-saving efforts of healthcare financing trends, increased demands on the healthcare workforce often challenge the provision of continuing protected and sponsored professional learning time for nurses and midwives (Purkis and Gabb, 2013). Furthermore, nurses and midwives need to fulfil the demands of professional regulators such as the Nursing Board for Brunei and the Nursing and Midwifery Council UK to engage in revalidation requirements of continued professional learning (Middleton and Llewellyn, 2016). For example, the Nursing Board for Brunei (NBB) which is the nursing and regulatory body for Brunei Darussalam states in its standards of practice for registered nurses and midwives (Standard 8) that they should enhance their professional competence by participating in lifelong learning developing their own knowledge, skills and attitudes, either formally or informally through SDL. Alternatively, the current open science era makes available diverse educational sources such as online learning, which are either free or cost effective ways of educating nurses and midwives to update their professional knowledge and practice (Dalhem and Saleh, 2014). In addition, several studies identified that the prerequisite for successful adaptation to a complex healthcare system is to become involved in lifelong learning through a self-directed learning approach (Sharples and Moseley, 2010, O'shea, 2003, Salmond and Echevarria, 2017, Hosseini & Assareh, 2011).

Self-directed learning (SDL) is undertaking individual responsibility to identify learning needs, devise individual learning objectives and seek learning resources in order to engage in self-learning activities and continuously self-evaluate learning (Knowles, 1975, Knowles et al., 2014). Studies report that SDL based lifelong learning approaches foster nurses and midwives to develop many competencies (Bahn, 2007; Cleary and Freeman, 2006). Studies among medical students (Murad and Varkey, 2008) and nursing students (Yang and Jiang, 2014) reported that SDL is an effective method of lifelong learning to develop and promote confidence in clinical practice, which relies on the readiness of the individual towards SDL. Readiness towards SDL is a key and integral part of SDL and is closely related to the positive attitude of nurses (Farokhi
Far et al., 2002). Self-directed learning readiness (SDLR) is defined as the level of personal attitude, learning ability and intention for knowledge acquisition needed for self-directed learning (Wiley, 1983). A study among nursing students by Şenyuva and Kaya (2014) reported that web based self-directed learning resulted in high scores for SDLR. Another study among nursing students by El et al. (2014) reported that students with a high degree of self-control was a key indicator for SDLR. Similarly, a study among medical students by Soliman and Al-Shaikh (2015) reported that participants who scored highly for 'desire for learning' was an indicator and key domain for SDL.

Existing reviews of SDL and SDLR were majorly focused on nursing and midwifery students (Murad and Varkey, 2008, Collins, 2004, Klunklin et al., 2010). To date, no reviews have been published about nurses and midwives' readiness towards SDL. This integrative review aimed to systematically review the existing evidence on predictors for nurses and midwives’ readiness towards SDL. The synthesised knowledge from the evidence can guide nurses and midwives effectively and therefore promote and enhance their readiness towards SDL. Such knowledge can also guide nursing policymakers in developing strategies to promote SDL.

**Methods**

**Study Design**

An integrated review method of Whittemore and Knafl (2005) was adopted for this literature review. Integrated reviews are commonly used to analyse the purpose of any review, critique existing knowledge that allow ‘reconceptualization of the expanding and more diversified knowledge base’ of the selected topic (Torraco, 2005). The reasons for choosing an integrative review for the purposes of this study were as follows:

(a) Limited research and development, particularly with respect to SDLR among nurses and midwives,

(b) The majority of publications that focus on SDLR relate to nursing education and student nurses,

(c) The efficiency of the integrative review method in combining different methodologies.
Search process and search strategy
An extensive search of the literature from 2000 to January 2017 was performed using five databases: MEDLINE, PubMed, ScienceDirect, Embase and Google Scholar. Two reviewers (KC and MRV) and a Library Information specialist constructed a search strategy that comprised of analysing the key text words and index terms of relevant literature. Search terms used included nurse* OR nurse manager* OR nurse educator* OR nurse leader* AND midwife* OR midwifery AND self-directed learning OR self-directed learning OR non formal learning OR non-formal learning OR life-long learning OR lifelong learning OR work place learning OR work-place learning AND readiness OR commitment*. Data retrieval was performed from June 2017 through till November 2017. The search strategy was carried out based on the guided principles of the respective databases and stated inclusion and exclusion criteria were followed rigorously (see Table 1).

[Insert Table 1 Here]

Search Outcomes
Three reviewers were involved in identifying and selecting the relevant studies through different stages by following the guidelines of Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) (Moher et al., 2009) (See Fig 1). At the initial stage, the search identified 804 studies based on abstract and title information. The studies were examined systematically and individually to determine whether the identified studies met the inclusion criteria. Following this, removal of duplicates resulted in identifying 53 relevant studies. All 53 papers were examined in full against inclusion and exclusion criteria that resulted in the final inclusion of 11 papers. Of these 11, three studies were further excluded as these concerned self-directed learning related to allied health professionals (AHP). One of the latter studies included a mixed sample of AHP and nurses, therefore reviewers agreed to exclude this as it contained mixed data. All reviewers were involved in the final stage of assessing the relevancy and accuracy of the included studies of the literature search. Eight (n=8) studies that fully met the
inclusion criteria were deemed as eligible studies by all of the reviewers through the process of thorough reading and a consensus was reached in a face-to-face meeting. Papers that did not meet the inclusion criteria were excluded.

[Insert Figure 1 Here]

Quality Assessment and Data Abstraction
In systematic reviews, primary sources of identified studies are evaluated for the purpose of assigning quality scores. However, the aim of an integrated review is to combine methodologies in order develop an expanded knowledge base, rather than assigning quality scores. Hence, a quality scoring exercise was not performed (Whittemore and Knafl, 2005). On the other hand, two standardised data extraction tools (JBI QARI data extraction tool for experimental/observational studies and JBI QARI data extraction tool for interpretive and critical care research) for empirical studies were used to analyse the overall quality by assessing the methodological features systematically (Peters et al., 2015). This helped to assess each study for its congruity between methodology and data collection, and data analysis with respect to the study aims. A third reviewer (SE) was involved to resolve any potential disputes arising between the two reviewers (KC and MRV) when assessing methodological quality. All relevant data that explored the nurses and midwives’ readiness towards SDL from the primary studies was extracted. Finally, the synthesised information from all eight studies was tabulated under five headings: author and year; aim and objectives; sample; sampling technique and settings, methodology and results (see Table 2).

[Insert Table 2 Here]

Data Synthesis
The framework of the analysis followed the Whittemore and Knafl (2005) principles of integrative review inclusive of the following stages: data reduction, data display, data comparison and conclusion drawing and verification.
Data Reduction
Data reduction techniques utilise the process of coding the data in order to ‘simplify, abstract, focus and organise it into manageable features’ (Venkatasalu et al., 2017). The study adopted subgrouping and single page tabulation as valid and reliable coding techniques in order to enhance methodological rigour (Broome, 2000, Brown et al., 2003). At the subgrouping stage, all included studies (n=8) were arranged based on their research methodology, nature of sample (nurses, nurse educator and nurse leaders, preceptors and head nurse) followed by the ‘predetermined conceptual classification’ (Whittemore and Knafl, 2005) or primary objective of this review (SDLR) and later evaluated by topic. At the single page tabulation stage, the data of each study was reduced to a single page, which facilitated the systematic comparison of the aforementioned variables. Moreover, this aided assembling of the data into a manageable feature.

Data Display
The extracted single page data of eight eligible studies was gathered and displayed in tabulated form (see Table 2). Displayed data improves the ‘visualization of patterns and relationships’ between and within eligible studies for ease of interpretation (Whittemore and Knafl, 2005).

Data Comparison
The displayed data in Table 2 was examined, compared and analysed cautiously and rigorously by the two reviewers (KC and MRV). Using this data comparison method enhanced the process of identifying themes that had similar ‘patterns and relations’ (Whittemore and Knafl, 2005).

Drawing and Verification
The reviewers interpreted the patterns and relationships in the compared data to formulate themes. Potential disputes between the two reviewers (KC and MRV) were resolved through discussion and agreement with the other two reviewers (MA and SE). Decisions were arrived at through discussion and careful analysis before the final themes were determined.
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**Results**

This integrative review reports the evidence on predictors for nurses and midwives’ readiness towards SDL. Eight studies met the inclusion criteria: six quantitative (Malekian et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2012; Gagnon et al., 2015; Ito et al., 2016; Takase et al., 2015; Mayer, Andrusyszyn & Iwasiw, 2005) and two qualitative studies (Ghiyasvandian et al., 2016; Nokdee, 2007). The focus of the eligible studies was on the following four themes:

1) **Personal characteristics** (Malekian et al., 2014; Ito et al., 2016; Mayer, Andrusyszyn, & Iwasiw, 2005).

2) **Work environment** (Takase et al., 2015; Nokdee, 2007; Ito et al., 2016; Ghiyasvandian et al., 2016).

3) **Online learning and SDLR** (Gagnon et al., 2015; Nokdee, 2007).

4) **The process of SDL** (Ghiyasvandian et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2012; Nokdee, 2007).

Overall, the age distribution of participants in all studies ranged from 20 to 50 years (Malekian et al., 2014; Nokdee, 2007; Gagnon et al., 2015; Ito et al., 2016; Takase et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2012; Mayer, Andrusyszyn, & Iwasiw, 2005). The working experience of participants ranged from 1 to 30 years (Malekian et al., 2014; Takase et al., 2015; Nokdee et al., 2007; Ya-Lin Chen et al., 2012; Mayer, Andrusyszyn & Iwasiw, 2005). The majority of participants (80%) were female. All eight studies involved nurses and one of the studies included midwives as well as nurses. From the various studies, the following facts were ascertained: 73% of participants (Malekian et al., 2014) and 46% of participants (Chen et al., 2012) were married; 91.6%, 39%, 31.5% and 66% of participants had a bachelor degree qualification (Malekian et al., 2014; Takase et al., 2015; Ito et al., 2016; Gagnon et al., 2015) and the highest qualification for participants was a Masters degree; professional roles ranged from staff nurse to head nurse and included Nurse Educators (Malekian et al., 2014; Nokdee, 2007; Gagnon et al., 2015; Ito et al., 2016; Takase et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2012; Mayer, Andrusyszyn, & Iwasiw, 2005). The participants were either employed in general wards or critical care units. The studies were conducted in the following countries: Japan; Thailand; Taiwan; Iran and Canada (Ito et al., 2016; Nokdee, 2007; Chen et al., 2012; Malekian et al., 2014; Gagnon et al., 2015; Takase et al., 2015; Mayer, Andrusyszyn, & Iwasiw, 2005).
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Descriptive integrated thematic analysis resulted in four themes as predictors for nurses and midwives’ readiness towards SDL: personal characteristics, work environment, online learning and SDLR and the process of SDL.

**Theme 1: Personal characteristics**

Four studies in this review reported on the relationship between nurses’ personal characteristics such as attitude, ability and personality and their SDLR (Malekian et al., 2014; Ito et al., 2016; Mayer, Andrusyszyn, & Iwasiw, 2005; Nokdee, 2007). The study of 314 Iranian nurses by Malekian et al. (2014) reported that the age, gender and marital status of the nurses did not influence their key domains of SDLR, which were willingness to learn, self-regulation and self-management. However, the study did find that work experience and past academic achievement of nurses had a significant correlation with the self-management of the nurses' SDLR. Similarly, the study of 73 nurses working in a Neuro ward by Mayer, Andrusyszyn, & Iwasiw (2005) reported that age, gender, education, years in nursing practice and additional responsibilities did not influence the self-efficacy towards SDL. The study did however find a correlation between the positive attitude of nurses and self-efficacy towards SDL. Furthermore, the study of 1655 Japanese nurses by Ito et al. (2016) reported that their SDLR was associated with the nurses’ intention to grow and develop accountability in self-learning. A study utilising qualitative interviews and participant observation of nurses and nurse educators in Thailand found that self-regulation, individual accountability, learning ability and problem solving skills were four essential personal characteristics for nurses as self-directed learners (Nokdee, 2007).

**Theme: 2 Work Environment**

Three of seven eligible reviewed studies reported that the work environment often influences SDLR (Nokdee, 2007; Ghiyasvandian et al., 2016; Malekian et al., 2014). Nokdee (2007) reported that a friendly clinical team in the working environment comprising peer healthcare professionals, patient and carers and family members of nurses has a significant impact on the nurses’ SDL. Interview data from 19 Iranian nurses in Ghiyasvandian et al. (2016) suggested that working environment activities such as observation in the clinical environment, interviewing the
patient, listening and being involved in routine clinical rounds with the health care professionals influences nurses’ SDLR. Findings from the study by Malekian et al. (2014) also found a significant relationship between SDLR and clinical work experience. Similarly, the study by Takase et al. (2015) among 954 Japanese nurses and midwives reported that self-reported competence increased in association with the learning from feedback and experience.

Theme 3: Online learning and SDLR
Two eligible studies reported the role of online learning in nurses’ SDLR. A pre-test and post test study by Gagnon et al. (2015) assessed the level of knowledge acquisition and self-directed readiness of 36 Canadian nurses and 47 Spanish nurses before and after their online learning exercise in the subject of evidence based practice. Results found that nurses had increased levels of SDLR domains, which were associated with online learning. Indeed, a qualitative study by Nokdee (2007) also reported that nurses showed greater interest and often used online learning as SDL sources for searching (and researching) interesting topics related to patient management.

Theme 4: The process of SDL
Three studies in this review reported about the process of SDL activities as a means of skill development among nurses and midwives (Nokdee, 2007; Ghiyasvandian et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2012). Nokdee (2007) reported that nurses adopt diverse ‘intellectual and experiential activities’ such as learning based on their own interest, learning from observation and learning from experience, which allows them to improve their personal performance and acquire clinical expertise. Furthermore, Ghiyasvandian et al. (2016) reported that the self-learning activities of nurses encompassed knowledge acquisition through individual awareness, self-analysis, logical reasoning and skill development as well as engaging in training activities and individual management. In addition, a cross-sectional survey by Chen et al. (2012) using a convenience sample of 243 nurses from Taiwan reported that the internal locus of control characteristics such as desired goal, self-control and self-management, which are similar to the key domains of SDLR were the significant predictors of teaching competencies among the nurse preceptors.
Discussion
Existing literature evidence focused mainly on student nurses and midwives' readiness towards SDL (Wang & Liu, 2008; Collins, 2004; Klunklin et al., 2010; Van Rensburg et al., 2015). The aim of this study review was to synthesise the existing evidence of nurses and midwives’ readiness towards SDL. It is clear however that the limitations of this study comprised a limited number of studies and an unequal balance of nurses and midwives in the reviewed studies (seven studies relate to nurses only and one to nurses and midwives), which influence the scope of the review findings.

Firstly, the review found that demographic characteristics of nurses such as age, gender, marital status, educational qualification, working experience and additional administrative responsibilities does not influence the nurses and midwives' SDLR. However, nurses’ personality traits such as feeling of independence, willingness to learn, individual learning accountability, and self-efficacy in learning analysis were demonstrated to be influencers of SDL. Similar findings on the positive relationship between SDLR and personality traits were found among student nurses (Kao et al., 2013, Klunklin et al., 2010) and Collins (2004) study on radiographers and engineering students (Litzinger et al., 2005). A study on undergraduate nursing students by Klunklin et al. (2010) who reported that high SDLR was related to personal characteristics such as individual effort, autonomy, accountability, learning ability and analysing one's own learning needs. Future studies should investigate the design and delivery of tailor-made SDL resources based on personality traits. The findings are essential for the understanding and self-defining eligibility when undertaking SDL activities, especially in the context of current nursing practice as professional regulators expect qualified nurses to engage in SDL (Department of Nursing Services, Brunei 2010).

This review also revealed that the correlation between SDLR and age and gender was not statistically significant for nurses and midwives' SDLR (Malekian et al., 2014). Studies among student nurses however provided divided views. For example, studies by Chen et al. (2006) and Roberson and Merriam (2005) among nursing students reported that SDLR was not related to age and gender. Similarly, a descriptive correlational study on 81 medical and dentistry students reported that there was no demographic influence on SDLR (Nadi and Sadjadian,
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2011). Contrastingly, a study by Kao et al. (2013) among nursing students reported that the key domain score of SDLR was significantly different between students aged 21-22 years and students aged 18-19 years. Similar to this, a study by Nikitenko (2009) on 240 graduate and undergraduate social science students, found that age significantly affected SDL readiness. Slater et al. (2017) who conducted a study among allied health sciences students comprising 69 occupational therapy students, 61 physiotherapy students, 148 sports science students and 35 podiatry students also reported the same findings that SDLR increased with age. Such discrepancies may lead to the claim that qualified and mature nurses have dissimilar SDLR learning attributes to student nurses. However, the limited number of papers in this review indicates a need for further studies to investigate personal characteristics associated with SDLR.

Secondly, reviewed studies suggest that workplace environment had a significant impact on SDL (Nokdee, 2007; Ghiyasvandian et al., 2016; Malekian et al., 2014). This is similar to studies among student nurses (Shirazi et al., 2013; Alotaibi, 2016) that reported the learning environment was a key factor for emergency nursing and medical students in determining their level of SDLR. Interestingly, among other professionals a study of industrial workers by Phairachakul (2011) reported that there was no significant relationship between work experience and SDLR. Furthermore, this review found self-engagement learning activities at the workplace such as peer learning and reflection at work to be modes of SDL (Takase et al., 2015). Such SDL activities support and enhance nursing competence in clinical practice (Caldwell & Grobbel, 2013). This is similar to a study by Yang and Jiang (2014) among nursing students, which revealed that SDLR had a significant positive and strong relationship with learning nursing competencies. Future studies exploring influential factors that affect SDLR in the work place is recommended to strengthen the workplace as a strong mediating environment for SDL among nurses and midwives.

Thirdly, this review suggests nurses have a positive interest in online learning as a mode of SDL, which increased SDLR and improved their knowledge acquisition (Gagnon et al., 2015). Furthermore, systematic reviews among nursing students reported that web-based nursing education proved to have a positive impact on knowledge and skill acquisition and also student
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satisfaction (Mc Cutcheon et al., 2015; Du et al., 2013). Furthermore, this review found that selective topic areas might influence online SDLR among nurses. Future research with larger samples and multicentre trials should endorse such findings with respect to the relationship between subject area and SDLR.

This integrated review also explored the unique ‘process components of SDL’ among nurses and midwives. Firstly, it was found that the key components of SDL were engaging with intellectual and experiential activities for knowledge acquisition and skill development (Nokdee, 2007). This is similar to a study by Shirazi et al. (2017) on post graduate nursing students which explored active seeking, problem analysis and interaction with peers as the identified intellectual and experiential activities and concluded that knowledge acquisition is developed by cognition mapping in absorbing information and selecting appropriate learning strategies. Such components of SDLR are aligned with the Knowles (1975) theory of SDL, which endorses that adult learners have the ability to self-assess their own learning needs and engage appropriate action to achieve their learning goals. Furthermore, a study by Sawatsky et al. (2017) among 46 internal medical residencies detailed the conceptual SDL model for medical residencies. This model emphasises the process of self-directed learning is affected by two main factors namely, personal characteristics (internal locus of control) and contextual factors (external locus of control). Yet, little is known about how this model might apply to nurses. Hence, future research should explore this by developing and testing models of SDLR among nurses and midwives.

Implications for nursing and midwifery practice and education

This synthesised review of SDLR among nurses and midwives provides evidence that predictors of SDLR are dependent on individual personal characteristics and a supportive work place rather than demographic characteristics. Nurse educators and nurse managers in the health care system should be responsible for developing SDL mediating environments and related policies. Moreover, the review also identified online learning as a preferred mode of SDL. Nurse Educators should develop and support nurses and midwives through the use of different SDL approaches such as online learning, peer learning and reflection methods. The unique components of SDLR should be considered integral to developing strategies for promoting SDL.
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Continuing Nursing and Midwifery Education activities need to be tailored and enhanced so as to prepare nurses and midwives for SDL as lifelong learning to meet the needs of the ever-changing complex health care system.

Conclusion
The review concludes that qualified nurses and midwives have unique SDL predictors and a process. In particular, we recommend that a personalised SDL programme should be prescribed based on personality traits in order to achieve better outcomes of SDL for nurses and midwives. Furthermore, this review also concludes that engaging in SDL among nurses and midwives enhances not only knowledge acquisition, but also helps nurses to enhance their clinical skills, professional and teaching competencies. Future research should address the facilitating factors for SDLR, barriers to SDLR and strategies to improve SDLR among nurses and just as importantly among midwives as it is clear from the review that there is little evidence concerning the latter.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Inclusion criteria</strong></th>
<th><strong>Exclusion criteria</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Studies published between 2000-2017</td>
<td>Studies published before the year 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary research papers including both qualitative studies and quantitative studies</td>
<td>Grey literature, Policy documents, Expert opinions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies included nurses and midwives as participants</td>
<td>Studies that included student nurses and/or student midwives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies reported in English</td>
<td>Studies that were not reported in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies focused on SDLR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Inclusion and exclusion criteria**
### Table 2: Included studies on nurses and midwives' readiness towards SDL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author &amp; Year</th>
<th>Aims &amp; Objectives</th>
<th>Sample, Sampling technique &amp; Settings</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Key Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.  | Malekian et al. (2014) | To assess the readiness towards SDL among clinical nurses in relation to their personal characteristics. | Sample: 314 nurses  
Sampling technique: Stratified sampling  
Setting: Affiliated Hospitals (Iran) | Design: Cross-sectional Survey  
Instrument: SDLRS (SDLR Scale) | • Age, gender and marital status of the nurses does not influence SDLR.  
• Work experience and past academic achievement of the nurses have a significant correlation with the self-management domain of SDLR. |
| 2.  | Gagnon, J. et al. (2015) | To assess the effect of online self-directed learning modules in the implementation of research among nurses in clinical practice. | Sample: 83 nurses  
Sampling technique: Convenience sampling  
Setting: University hospital in Quebec (Canada) and the Public Health Service in the Basque (Spain) | Design: Quantitative study (A prospective pre post study)  
Instrument: SDLRS | • Nurses had increased level of SDLR domains with online learning.  
• Online learning was reported as an integral part of continuing education. |
| 3.  | Ito et al. (2016) | To analyse the criterion-related validity of the SDL Ability Scale and examine its concurrent validity with the SDLRS. | Sample: 1655 nurses  
Setting: 3 General hospitals and 3 specific hospitals (Japan) | Design: Quantitative study (Self administered questionnaire)  
Instruments: SDLRS SDLAS (SDL Ability Scale) | • SDLR was associated with nurses intention to grow and develop accountability in self learning |
| 4.  | Takase et al. (2015) | To evaluate the learning methods adopted by nurses with different working | Sample: 954 nurses /midwives | Design: Quantitative Study (Cross-sectional survey) | • SDL of nurses in the workplace was fostered by reflection of their work experience. |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>experience and its association with nurses' competence.</th>
<th><strong>Sampling technique:</strong> Convenience sampling</th>
<th><strong>Setting:</strong> University hospitals (Japan)</th>
<th><strong>Instruments:</strong> Learning Experience Scale Self-Reported competence scale</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sampling technique:</strong> Convenience sampling</td>
<td><strong>Setting:</strong> University hospitals (Japan)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Mayer, Andrusyszyn and Iwasiw (2005)</td>
<td>To evaluate the effect of nurses' confidence who counsel patients at risk of stroke.</td>
<td><strong>Sample:</strong> 76 Neuroscience nurses</td>
<td><strong>Sampling technique:</strong> Convenience sampling</td>
<td><strong>Setting:</strong> Quaternary hospital</td>
<td><strong>Design:</strong> Quantitative study (A prospective pre post study). <strong>Instrument:</strong> The Health Promotion Counseling Self-Efficacy Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Design:</strong> Quantitative study (A prospective pre post study). <strong>Instrument:</strong> The Health Promotion Counseling Self-Efficacy Scale</td>
<td><strong>Sample:</strong> 76 Neuroscience nurses</td>
<td><strong>Sampling technique:</strong> Convenience sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sampling technique:</strong> Convenience sampling</td>
<td><strong>Setting:</strong> University hospitals (Japan)</td>
<td><strong>Instruments:</strong> Learning Experience Scale Self-Reported competence scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Chen et al. (2012)</td>
<td>To examine clinical nurse preceptors teaching competence in relation to SDL.</td>
<td><strong>Sample:</strong> 243 clinical nurse preceptors</td>
<td><strong>Sampling technique:</strong> Convenience sampling</td>
<td><strong>Setting:</strong> Medical center in northern Taiwan.</td>
<td><strong>Design:</strong> Quantitative study (Descriptive and co-relational study) <strong>Instrument:</strong> SDLRS</td>
</tr>
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- Nurses and midwives self-reported competence is increased in association with the learning from feedback and experience.
- Demographic characteristics did not influence the self-efficacy towards SDL.
- Nurses expressed interest in SDL and their self-efficacy is increased after completing the SDL module.
- Significant correlation between SDL and teaching competence among nurses.
- Teaching competence rose as SDL increased.
| 7. | Nokdee (2007) | To investigate clinical nurses self-directed learning. | **Sample:** 11 participants (seven professional nurses and four nurse educators)  
**Sampling technique:** Purposive sampling  
**Setting:** Secondary level hospital (Thailand) | **Design:** Qualitative Study  
(Semi structured interview and participants observation)  
- Nurses had the intention, learning ability and personal attributes needed for SDL.  
- Peer health care professionals, patient and carers and family members of nurses significantly impact on nurses' SDL. |
| 8. | Ghiyasvandian et al. (2016) | To explore the SDL activities among clinical nurses in Iran. | **Sample:** 19 nurses (Thirteen registered staff nurses, three head-nurses, two nursing supervisors and one matron)  
**Setting:** Affiliated Hospitals (Iran) | **Design:** Qualitative study  
(Semi structured interview)  
- Observation in clinical environments, interviewing patients, listening and being involved in routine clinical rounds with health care professionals are identified as SDL activities among clinical nurses. |
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